Abstract -After about two decades of the first observational papers confirming the accelerated expansion of the universe, we are still facing the question whether the cause of it is a rigid cosmological constant Λ-term or a mildly evolving dynamical dark energy (DDE). While studies focusing mainly on CMB measurements do not perceive signs of physics beyond the ΛCDM, in this work we show that if we take a large string SNIa+BAO+H(z)+LSS+CMB of modern cosmological observations, in which not only the CMB but also a rich sample of large scale structure formation data are included, one can extract ∼ 3.3σ signs of DDE using a simple XCDM parameterization. These signs can be enhanced up to near 3.8σ in the context of the running vacuum model (RVM), in which the vacuum energy density is in interaction with dark matter. Recently the RVM has been shown to provide an efficient and economical solution to the σ8-tension, which is one of the intriguing phenomenological problems that has not been possible to solve within the ΛCDM so far. This fact contributes to strengthen the possibility that dynamical vacuum energy, or in general DDE, could be presently favored by the observations.
Introduction. -The cosmological constant, Λ, has been part of Einstein's field equations for 101 years [1] , but we still ignore its physical meaning and its ultimate theoretical nature. In the meantime, we firmly observe from different sources of experimental evidence that the universe is in accelerated expansion [2] [3] [4] , and the simplest hypothesis that can be made to explain it has been to assume that Λ is a nonvanishing and positive constant. This is tantamount to saying that one assumes that the vacuum energy density ρ Λ = Λ/(8πG) (G being Newton's gravitational coupling) remains constant throughout the expansion. This is the crucial point of view advocated by the concordance or ΛCDM model, and is essentially supported by the observations. However, the Λ-term harbors one of the most profound (and unresolved) theoretical enigmas of fundamental physics: the cosmological constant (CC) problem [5, 6] , namely the preposterous mismatch between the typical prediction for Λ in quantum field theory (QFT) -e.g. in the standard model of particle physics -and the measured value from cosmological observations. For this reason Λ has been promoted into the multifarious concept of dark energy (DE) [7] . In performing this generalization the new concept is no longer a constant but a dynamical variable (slowly varying with the expansion). For example, scalar field models have been proposed since long ago either to adjust dynamically the value of ρ Λ (e.g. the cosmon model [8] ) or to explain the coincidence problem with the notion of quintessence and the like [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , among many other alternatives, see [6, 7] . In particular, we have the modified gravity theories, such as the class of f (R) models, which has proven capable of triggering the current acceleration of the universe and improve the cosmographic description, see e.g. [14] .
Let us, however, remark that the problems of modern cosmology are not just of theoretical nature, such as the aforementioned CC problem. That this is so is proven by the fact that other, more recent, observational pitfalls have been plaguing the straightforward viability of the ΛCDM at the phenomenological level. For instance, the so-called H 0 [15] and σ 8 [16, 17] tensions are among the most prominent ones and demonstrate the existence of significant and persistent discrepancies of the concordance model prediction with the cosmological observations. Altogether they seem to indicate that the idea of a strictly constant Λ could be an oversimplification, even at the pure phenomenological level. This should not be too surprising since the vacuum energy density of a dynamical universe in expansion may be better conceived as a dynamical quantity as well, and if so it should help to smooth out the current phenomenological conundrums. In short, whether Table 1 : Best-fit values for ΛCDM, XCDM and the running vacuum model (RVM), including the χ 2 -test and Akaike and Bayesian evidence criteria. These criteria favor the DDE options since ln A, ln B > 0 for them. We use a rich and updated SNIa+BAO+H(z)+LSS+CMB data set, to wit: 31 effective points from the JLA sample of SNIa [18] , 11 from BAO [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , 30 from H(z) [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] , 13 from f (z)σ8(z) (LSS, mostly RSD) [19, [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] , and 4 from CMB [41] . See [42, 43] for more details. Apart from the standard parameters (h, ω b , ns, Ωm), the specific ones for each model are: w0 (XCDM) and ν (RVM). The fit contour lines for these models are shown in Fig. 1 . The starred scenarios describe the fit results when the LSS data (i.e. the f (z)σ8(z) points from Fig. 2 ) are replaced with the S8 value obtained from the analysis of the weak gravitational lensing data by KiDS-450 + 2dFLenS+BOSS [44] , see text. The DDE signal for these scenarios is weaker. The values of h obtained for the various models lie in the lower range, i.e. are more resonant with those preferred by Planck [4] rather than with the local value presented in [15] . They are also more aligned with the estimates from recent model-independent analyses [45, 46] . Λ is truly a constant or not is a matter that at this point should be settled empirically. This means to compare the ΛCDM ability to describe the bulk of the cosmological observations with other models in which the vacuum energy density ρ Λ is mildly evolving with time. There are recent hints that this could be the case, see, e.g., [42, 47] and [48] . Furthermore, some of these scenarios could offer a solution to the mentioned tensions [49] [50] [51] [52] , and hence one would like to further elaborate if the available observational data show a real preference for DDE over the ΛCDM. In particular, the use of the large scale structure (LSS) formation data seems to play an important role in the search for the DDE signal. We find that by using the rich set of growth rate data points f (z)σ 8 (z) presently available in the literature the signal becomes crisper than if parameterized in terms of the weak gravitational lensing data. Since this fact is potentially very important for an eventual pinning down of the signal we illustrate it in the present study by using different models and parameterizations of the DE. Dynamical dark energy. -Let us consider a generic cosmological framework described by the spatially flat Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) metric, in which matter is in interaction with a DDE density ρ D (ζ), which is a function of some dynamical variable ζ evolving with the cosmic time (ζ ≡ dζ/dt = 0). Such variable can be e.g. the scale factor a(t), the Hubble function H(t) =ȧ(t)/a or some scalar field φ(t), all of them functions of the cosmic time. The corresponding pressure is given by p D = w D ρ D , where w D is the equation of state (EoS) parameter of the DE. We assume G =const. buṫ ρ D ≡ (dρ D /dζ)ζ = 0. In all these scenarios the Friedmann and acceleration equations with flat FLRW metric adopt the following generic form:
where the sum is over all the components of the cosmic fluid: N = dm, b, r, D, i.e. dark matter (DM), baryons, radiation and DE, with w N = p N /ρ N the EoS parameter for each component. The total nonrelativistic part reads ρ m = ρ b +ρ dm and involves the contributions from baryons and cold DM, both with vanishing pressure, whereas the radiation component satisfies p r = ρ r /3. In general the EoS of the DE can be a function of ζ and thus a nontrivial function of the cosmic time (e.g. when ζ is a scalar field with a given potential). The particular case w D = −1 corresponds to the EoS for the vacuum energy ρ Λ , whose pressure is given by p Λ = −ρ Λ . The simplest possibility realizing this scenario corresponds to having constant vacuum energy density ρ Λ = ρ Λ0 =const. and this defines the ΛCDM model. However, we will admit also the possibility of dynamical vacuum energy density, for which p Λ (t) = −ρ Λ (t). The local conservation law associated to the above equations reads:
If the DE part is conserved (ρ D + 3H(1 + w D )ρ D = 0) the matter and radiation components are also conserved. This is e.g. the case when ζ is a self-conserved scalar field φ (see below). In general, we may have an interacting scenario. For example, in dynamical models of the vacuum energy ρ D (t) = ρ Λ (t) (with w D = −1 ) the last term of (3) vanishes and the cosmic evolution of ρ Λ is determined by some given source Q which is model-dependent:ρ Λ = −Q, with 0 < |Q| ρ m so as not to deviate too much from the ΛCDM model. For the latter, Q = 0 since ρ Λ =const. If we assume that radiation and baryons are self-conserved, so that their energy densities evolve in the standard way, i.e. ρ r (a) = ρ r0 a −4 and ρ b (a) = ρ b0 a −3 , the possible dynamics of ρ Λ is exclusively associated to the exchange of energy with the DM. In this case, Eq. (3) boils down tȯ
p-2 Table 1 . The plot on the right shows the contours for the RVM when only the CMB+BAO+LSS data are used. It also displays the partial contributions of these data sources at 1σ and 2σ . Further marginalization over Ωm increases the c.l. of DDE up to 3.35σ (resp. 3.76σ) for the XCDM (resp. RVM). The main contribution to the DDE signal is seen to emerge from the triad of CMB+BAO+LSS data.
In the literature, the source Q is chosen ad hoc in a variety of forms -see e.g. [53] [54] [55] [56] . Here we focus on a theoretically more appealing possibility, viz. the running vacuum model (RVM), which can be motivated in the context of QFT in curved spacetime and with possible implications for the physics of the early universe (see [57] [58] [59] and references therein). The cosmic variable ζ can then be identified not just with the cosmic time or the scale factor but with the full Hubble rate: ζ = H. This special theoretical status of the RVM as compared to other models considered in the literature is also phenomenologically advantageous. Well after inflation, the vacuum energy density in the RVM can be written in the relatively simple form [57] [58] [59] :
The additive constant c 0 = H 2 0 (Ω Λ − ν) is fixed by the boundary condition ρ Λ (H 0 ) = ρ Λ0 , where ρ Λ0 and H 0 are the current values of these quantities, and Ω Λ is the present vacuum density parameter. Theoretically, the dimensionless coefficient ν encodes the dynamics of the vacuum at low energy and can be related with the β-function of the running of ρ Λ , so we naturally expect |ν|
1. An estimate of ν in QFT indicates that it is of order 10 −3 at most [60] , but here we will treat it as a free parameter and hence we shall deal with the RVM on pure phenomenological grounds, thus fitting ν to the observational data.
In the RVM, the source function Q in (4) is calculable from (5) and Friedmann's equation (1), with the result Q = −ρ Λ = ν H(3ρ m + 4ρ r ). Thus, from the phenomenological point of view the dimensionless coefficient ν parameterizes both the evolution of the vacuum energy density and the strength of the dark-sector interaction, which in this way naturally satisfies the aforementioned condition 0 < |Q| ρ m . Furthermore, for ν > 0 the vacuum decays into DM (which is thermodynamically favorable) whereas for ν < 0 is the other way around.
The vacuum energy density can be computed straightforwardly from the above formulae. In the matterdominated epoch, it behaves as
Notice the correct normalization in our time ρ Λ (1) = ρ Λ0 .
Recall that the baryon and radiation densities adopt the standard ΛCDM expressions as a function of the scale factor, as they are assumed not to interact with the vacuum. However, the CDM component does interact with it and therefore scales in an anomalous way. As a result the energy density of the total matter component in our epoch scales as a −3(1−ν) , which explains the possibility that the vacuum energy density can acquire a running part, see Eq. (6). When ν = 0 both the scaling of matter reduces to the standard one and the vacuum energy density (6) becomes constant as in the ΛCDM. The full Hubble function and energy densities include in general also the contribution from the radiation terms, which we have also taken into account, but we do not quote them explicitly here.
XCDM and CPL parameterizations. The simplest parameterization of the DDE is provided by the XCDM [61] :
, with ρ D0 = ρ Λ0 , where w D = w 0 is the (constant) EoS parameter for some unspecified DE entity X. For w 0 = −1 it reduces to the CC term. The XCDM is useful to roughly mimic a (non-interactive) DE scalar field φ with w φ −1. Our XCDM fit yields w 0 = −0.923 ± 0.023 (cf. Table 1) , clearly pointing to quintessence behavior at ∼ 3.3σ c.l. Fitting the same data to the CPL parameterization [62] with slowly evolving EoS, w(a) = w 1 + w 2 (1 − a), renders w 1 = −0.944 ± 0.089 and w 2 = 0.063 ± 0.259. As we can see the error on w 1 , and specially on w 2 , are much larger than that of w 0 in the XCDM case owing to the extra parameter. In what follows we shall not consider the CPL parameterization any longer. A more realistic quintessence model with dynamical EoS is considered next. Fig. 2: The prediction of the various models confronted to the LSS data points f (z)σ8(z) for the normal and starred scenarios of Table 1 . The plot on the right shows a magnified view and includes the φCDM prediction as well, which almost overlaps with that of the XCDM. The EoS analysis presented in Fig. 3 explains the possible origin of the large overlap (see also the text).
φCDM models. A natural question that can be formulated is whether the traditional class of φCDM models [6] , in which the DE is described in terms of a scalar field φ with some standard form for its potential V (φ), are also capable of capturing consistent signs of DDE using the same set of cosmological observations. Remarkably enough, the answer is affirmative -see Table 2 . The traditional quintessence and phantom scalar fields [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] mentioned in the introduction are comprised within the φCDM class. If we take the scalar field φ dimensionless, its energy density and pressure are given by
Here M P = 1/ √ G = 1.2211 × 10 19 GeV is the Planck mass (in natural units). As a representative potential we borrow the original Peebles & Ratra (PR) quintessence potential [9] :
For the motivation of this potential, see [9] . Let us only recall that it admits tracker solutions of the field equations for α > 0. Parameters κ and α are determined from our fit to the cosmological data. For the φCDM it is more convenient to use the free parameters in Table  2 and then compute h and Ω m from them. Recalling that H 0 ≡ 100h ς, with ς ≡ 1Km/s/M pc = 2.133 × 10 −44 GeV (in natural units), we defineκ ≡ κ M 2 P /ς 2 and express the fitting resuts in terms of α andκ [63] . Using the bestfit values from Table 2 and the overall covariance matrix derived from our fit, we obtain h = 0.671 ± 0.006 and Ω m = 0.312 ± 0.006, which can be compared with the corresponding values for the other models in Table 1 .
The plot for the dynamical EoS of the φCDM, w φ (z) = p φ (z)/ρ φ (z), in terms of the redshift near our time is shown in Fig. 3 , together with the (constant) EoS value of the XCDM parametrization, including the 1σ error band in both cases. However, because of the dynamical character of w φ (z) the central curve cannot be obtained as a direct output of the χ 2 minimization procedure. We used a Monte Carlo analysis with the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [64] in order to sample the exact distributions of w(z i ), and obtained a Markov chain for each redshift z i from which to compute the mean and the associated standard deviation. The behavior of the curves shows that the quintessence-like behavior is sustained until the present epoch. Note from Fig. 3 that the central value of the constant EoS for the XCDM parameterization remains inside the 1σ region of the φCDM model in the relevant redshift range. Incidentally, this is the range in which the DE density starts to be significant and even dominant for z 0.7. This fact might explain why the simple XCDM parametrization can mimic so well the more complex and physically motivated φCDM model, and why the fitting performance and the description of the LSS data are alike in both scenarios (cf. Tables 1 and 2 , and Fig. 2) . The likelihood contours for the PR model in the (Ω m , α)-plane are depicted in Fig. 4 (left) . They clearly point to a nonvanishing and positive value of α at 3σ c.l. when all data are used (more discussion on these contours later on). Bearing also in mind the numerically computed EoS value at present (z = 0), namely
we learn that the EoS parameter lies 3.37σ away from −1 into the quintessence region. It is comparable to the result obtained from the XCDM parametrization in Table  1 , which is ∼ 3.35σ above −1.
Dynamical DE and structure formation. -The analysis of the LSS data plays a crucial role and deserves some remarks. In the presence of dynamical vacuum the matter density contrast δ m = δρ m /ρ m obeys the following differential equation with respect to the scale factor [65] : (8) . We use the same cosmological data set as for the other models in Table 1 . Apart from the standard parameters, we have the specific model parameters α andκ (see the text). We find 3σ c.l. evidence in favor of α > 0. In terms of the EoS of φ at present, the DE behavior appears quintessence-like, see Eq. (9). In Fig. 4 we show the contour lines of the model together with those of the RVM when we take different data sets.
where Ψ ≡ Q/ρ m , and Q is the interaction source, which as we have seen is known in the RVM case. For ρ Λ =const. and also for the XCDM and CPL, Q = 0, and Eq. (10) reduces to the usual ΛCDM form. The same standard perturbations equation can be licitly used for the PR model [9] , but using of course the corresponding Hubble function
. This is because ρ m and ρ φ do not interact in this case and hence ρ m ∼ a −3 . To solve Eq. (10) numerically for the RVM we have to fix the initial conditions at high redshift. One can check that the growing mode solution of (10) in the limit of small scale factor into the matter-dominated era is given by the power-law δ m ∼ a 1−3ν (becoming δ m ∼ a for ν = 0, as expected). Using this form to fix the initial conditions for δ m and δ m at large redshift, say at z ini ∼ 100 (a ini ∼ 10 −2 ), we can numerically solve for any other redshift down to the current value z = 0, and the result does not depend significantly on z ini provided it is large enough but still well below decoupling (z ∼ 10
3 ), where the radiation component starts to be significant. As for the φCDM case, the Klein-Gordon equation with PR potential (8) in the flat FLRW metric in terms of the scale factor reads
At high redshift into the matter-dominated epoch, when ρ φ can be neglected, the Hubble function takes on the simple form H 2 = (8πG/3)ρ m0 a −3 . This allows to search once more for power-law solutions, and one finds φ(a) ∝ a 3/(2+α) and the corresponding φ (a). With these initials conditions, we can now find the exact solution of (11) for any value of the scale factor by numerical integration [63] .
The analysis of the linear LSS regime is performed with the help of the weighted linear growth f (z)σ 8 (z), where f (z) = d ln δ m /d ln a is the usual growth factor and σ 8 (z) is the rms mass fluctuation amplitude on scales of R 8 = 8 h −1 Mpc at redshift z. Such amplitude reads [42] :
where W is a top-hat smoothing function. Apart from the spectral index, n s , the remaining fitting parameters in Table 1 are collected in the vector q involved in the transfer function T (k, q) [66] . Similarly, n s,Λ and q Λ stand for the fixed parameters of the fiducial model, which we use to Table  1 ) and points to quintessence (at 3.35σ c.l.) As for the φCDM model, with PR potential (8) , the EoS evolves with time and is computed through a Monte Carlo analysis (see text). The current value reads as in Eq. (9), which favors once more the quintessence region (at 3.37σ c.l.) define the normalization of the power spectrum. As in [42] we take the ΛCDM at fixed parameter values from the Planck 2015 TT,TE,EE+lowP+lensing analysis [4] .
Fitting results and discussion. -For the model comparison, we have defined a joint likelihood function L. Assuming Gaussian errors, the total χ 2 to be minimized reads:
Each one of these terms is defined in the standard way from the data [7] including the covariance matrices [42, 43] . The overall fit value of χ 2 min for the DDE models is smaller than the ΛCDM one (cf. Tables 1 and 2 ). For a better assessment of the situation, it proves useful to invoke the Akaike and Bayesian information criteria, AIC and BIC [67] : AIC = χ 2 min + 2nN/(N − n − 1) and BIC = χ 2 min + n ln N , where n is the number of fitting parameters and N the number of data points. The differences ∆AIC (∆BIC) are computed with respect to the model that carries smaller value of AIC (BIC) -e.g. the XCDM, φCDM and RVM here. In Tables 1 and 2 we quote ln A ≡ ∆AIC/2 and ln B ≡ ∆BIC/2. They provide the Akaike and Bayesian evidences (e.g. the Bayes factor B yields the ratio of marginal likelihoods between the two models [7] ). In our context, for values of ln A and ln B (5) (right) using the same CMB+BAO+LSS data as in Table 1 (solid contours); and also when replacing the LSS data (i.e. the f (z)σ8(z) points) with the S8 value obtained from the analysis of the weak gravitational lensing data [44] (dashed lines), i.e. the starred scenarios in Tables 1 and 2. above +3 (+5) we are entitled to speak of "strong" (to "very strong") evidence in detriment of the ΛCDM and hence in support of DDE [67] . In this language, Tables 1  and 2 denote strong (moderate) evidence for the XCDM and φCDM, but very strong evidence for the RVM (for which ln A, ln B are both above +5). Figures 1 and 4 display the contour plots for the models, providing also some details on the impact of different combination of data sets. For instance, in Fig. 1 (right) it is seen that the CMB+BAO+LSS combination is crucial to pin down the DDE signature. The importance of the LSS data is further emphasized in Fig. 2 , where we display f (z)σ 8 (z) for the various models. Only the DDE models can provide lower enough LSS power as to correctly match the data points, in stark contrast to the ΛCDM. We observe that the XCDM and φCDM curves in that figure (being almost overlapping) have less f (z)σ 8 (z) power than the ΛCDM curve and for this reason they fit the data points better. This is specially so for the RVM, which has even lesser LSS power and therefore further improves the fit quality of these data, what ultimately has a significant impact on the overall quality of the fit. The RVM has indeed the capacity to fully resolve the σ 8 -tension mentioned in the introduction, as has recently been proven in [52] . Overall, the RVM captures a crisp signal of DDE near 3.8σ while the XCDM and the φCDM (with PR potential) furnish a mutually consistent signal of more than 3.3σ. Remarkably, similar support to DDE (at 3.5σ c.l.) was recently reported in [48] using nonparametric methods.
Owing to the role played by the structure formation data we further inquire into its impact when we use a different proxy to describe them. The starred scenarios in Tables 1-2 and Fig. 4 explore the reaction of the fit when we replace the LSS data points f (z)σ 8 (z) with the measurements from the weak gravitational lensing, as it is done in many works in the literature. The weak-lensing data are usually encoded in terms of the effective parame-
0.5 (see e.g. [44, [68] [69] [70] ). For definiteness we use the recent study by [44] , in which they carry a combined analysis of cosmic shear tomography, galaxygalaxy lensing tomography, and redshift-space multipole power spectra using imaging data by the Kilo Degree Survey (KiDS-450) overlapping with the 2-degree Field Lensing Survey (2dFLenS) and the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS). They find S 8 = 0.742 ± 0.035. Incidentally, this value is 2.6σ below the one provided by Planck's TT+lowP analysis [4] . Our conclusions remain essentially unchanged if we use e.g. the S 8 -constraints from [68] [69] [70] . The outcome of this additional check therefore shows that the use of the weak-lensing data from S 8 as a replacement for the direct LSS measurements is insufficient since it definitely weakens the evidence in favor of DDE; namely, the values of ln A and ln B become smaller and even negative in some cases (cf. the starred scenarios in Tables 1 and 2) . From Fig. 4 we further confirm (using both the φCDM with PR potential and the RVM) that the contour lines computed from the data string CMB+BAO+LSS are mostly contained within the contour lines from the alternative string CMB+BAO+S 8 and are shifted upwards. The former data set is therefore more precise and capable of resolving the DDE signal at a level of more than 3σ, whereas with S 8 it barely surpasses the 1σ c.l., thus rendering the signal uncertain.
It would be interesting to check if the same updated data string used here could produce a similar level of improvement with other models of the DE, such as e.g. modified gravity theories, which have a potential for improving the cosmographic description [14] . Such analysis, however, is beyond the scope of the present Letter.
Conclusions. -We find that a rigid Λ-term in Einstein's equations despite being the simplest hypothesis may well not be the most favored one at present, namely when we put it in hard-fought competition with dynamical dark energy (DDE) models confronted to a large set of cosmological data comprising such crucial ingredients as CMB+BAO+LSS. Consistent signs of DDE in between 3 − 4σ c.l. (strongly supported by information criteria) are found using different models. We conclude that the current cosmological data do uphold in a significant fashion a mild evolution of the dark energy, in contrast to the concordance model with Λ =const.
We hope that our results might inject some more optimism for an eventual solution of the cosmological constant and coincidence problems. * * * We are partially supported by FPA2016-76005-C2-1-P, 2017-SGR-929 (Generalitat de Catalunya) and MDM-2014-0369 (ICCUB).
